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On a mountainside in Paradise
Valley, interior designer Anita Lang
collaborated with architect John E.
Sather to create a contemporary
home defined by natural materials.
In the living area, Lang paired
Thayer Coggin lounge chairs in
a Zinc Textile fabric with a Cierre
sofa and a Kravet rug. The hearth’s
stone is from Cactus Stone & Tile;
the painting is by Robin Branham.

I

t was about becoming one with the hillside,” interior
designer Anita Lang recalls of the Paradise Valley
home she created with architect John E. Sather on
a staggeringly vertical site. In fact, she insists, much
of the design of the home and interiors—for a couple
with very different sensibilities—was about achieving a
kind of oneness. Creating harmony between nature and
architecture was only the beginning.
“The house is integrated into the mountain, not on
the mountain,” Sather emphasizes. “I didn’t want a flatland house on a mountainside.” To execute the complex
terraced plans, he relied on builder Tom Fisher, whose
specialty, luckily, is seemingly insurmountable requests.
“We love highly technical projects on difficult sites,” Fisher
says. “Some firms only contemplate the types of projects
we build every day.” In this case, Fisher’s biggest challenge
in constructing the multilevel home was working with a
paucity of staging space for building materials.
The finished residence—a long, low structure of silver
travertine stone and powder-coated steel—is nestled
comfortably into a hill overlooking all of Phoenix. “It’s
almost a yin-yang concept,” says Sather, who worked with
colleague Brent Harris on the design. “When looking one
way, you see the city far away. The other way, you look
only at the mountain.” The yin and yang of the couple’s
tastes was another matter, one Sather took in stride.
“Looking for common ground was part of the design
process,” he says. “We wanted to have fun with it.” For
instance, the husband and wife both love to cook, but she
prefers inside and he prefers outside. The solution? Two
fully functioning kitchens, one indoors and one outdoors.
Creating harmony on another front—between the
architecture and the interiors—meant Lang and Sather
collaborated early on. “We bounced around ideas and took

“TO MARRY THE
COUPLE’S TASTES,
I WENT WITH
SIMPLE LINES, CLEAN
COMPOSITION
AND TEXTURE.”
–ANITA LANG

the hybrid,” says the interior designer, who reinterpreted the
graphic, midcentury vibe of Sather’s entrance gate in the front
door, which has a pane decorated with metal ornamentation.
“I wanted to reference the gate and the material of the house
while allowing in daylight.”
Beyond that threshold, coming up with an interior
aesthetic that appealed to both owners was tricky, Lang
admits. “The husband is minimalist, but the wife wanted
something cozy,” she says. “To marry that, I went with simple
lines, clean composition and texture. We used lots of steel
but mixed it with copper and walnut for warmth.” Warm
tones also blend with cool ones in the porcelain flooring
with a concrete feel that flows throughout the main living
spaces and the master bedroom.
The furniture from the couple’s previous house in Phoenix
was too cumbersome in their new abode, so Lang created
a number of custom designs, including an almost triangularshaped walnut table that fills the dining area. “It fits just
the two of them or a small group,” she says. Warm walnut,
which appeals to the wife, also makes up the walls in the
dining room and kitchen, where clean architectural lines
take into account the husband’s love of modernism. Stone
walls throughout add an earthy, indigenous feel, and the
white-painted elements of the kitchen cabinetry create a
cheerful tone. Throughout the home, Lang used white and
creams “to offset the desert-esque textures and keep the
environment fresh and airy,” she says. The palette is evident
the living room, where sofas from Italy combine modern
silhouettes with inviting white leather.
Art was also an important design element from the outset.
“We inventoried the homeowners’ collection and figured
out how to place all the pieces during the construction
process,” Lang says. She hung an abstract work by Robin
Branham near the living area fireplace, for example, and
a landscape by Louisa McElwain behind a sofa near the bar.
Beyond artwork, another one of the more playful
aspects of the home appears just off the living room: a
private courtyard with a copper bathtub, perfect for moonlit
soaks. “We wanted the house to take you on a journey, so
we held back some surprises,” Sather says. Other special
moments include a lower-level wine room and, nearby, a
powder room with a live-edge walnut-slab countertop and a
copper pedestal that doubles as a backsplash. The master
bedroom, too, has its own appeal with a low-slung platform
bed placed near a steel-wrapped fireplace. And in the
master bathroom, a large soaking tub “plays with the negative
space,” Lang says. The platform that holds the tub continues
into the glass-walled shower, where it serves as a bench.
Those clever elements are part of an overall balancing
act in the home that satisfy practical needs as well as the
owners’ distinct personal tastes. “Good design is problemsolving,” Lang observes. “It’s one big puzzle of clients’
preferences, integrity, and structural and functional issues.”
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The living area adjoins the dining area and kitchen,
which was divided into a front cooking space
and an island with a back kitchen that hides
countertop appliances. Linear Fine Woodworking
built the walnut cabinetry, while the ceiling’s
mahogany wood was sourced through Buffalo
Lumber. A painting by Louisa McElwain centers
the space, where dog Jake enjoys the view.

The dining area’s custom table from Design 528, Lang’s luxury furniture firm,
is paired with Bright chairs upholstered in a Castel fabric and a Theo leather.
Throughout the home are windows from Western Window Systems.
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With help from Sather and builder Tom Fisher, Lang lifted the kitchen’s millwork, stone walls
and gray porcelain floors with white accents like Caesarstone countertops, integrated appliances
and barstools by Euro Style. The wife, who enjoys cooking, selected a Dacor range.

A lower-level wine room with corking and tasting
areas was a specific request from the homeowners.
Lang used white tile from Craftsman Court Ceramics
to define the space and placed a mixed-media work
by Carlos Page above a found wood table.
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Left: The powder room features
a textured Élitis wallcovering,
which Lang sourced through
Diversified Wallcovering. The
copper-and-live-edge walnut
counter, built by Ramsey
Brothers, is her own design.
Opposite: Lang added visual
interest to the living area with
textured pillows by Jaipur Living
(above, left), carved-wood side
tables (above, right) and decorative
metal accents (bottom, left).
Figural Jaye Design hardware
(bottom, right) injects a sense
of playfulness in the kitchen.
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A neutral Phillip Jeffries wallcovering
in the master bedroom creates a
backdrop for works by Stephen
Pentak—over a custom bed by
Linear Fine Woodworking—and
Nancy Pendleton. The headboard
is upholstered in a Holly Hunt
leather, the comforter is from
Designers Workroom, and the
accent pillow features a Kravet
print. A Sonneman reading light
is perched near nightstand vases
from John Brooks Incorporated,
while a Loloi rug grounds the space.
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Sather chose powder-coated steel and silver travertine
for the façade of the house, which he skillfully fitted into
the rocky mountainside. Landscape designer Wendell
Pickett of Greey Pickett used desert plantings, he says,
to create “an elegant but native and natural aesthetic.”
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